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Introduction 
 

 

The following short book discusses some aspects of the Straight 

Course. This discussion is based on Chapter 41 Fussilat, Verses 6-7 of 

the Holy Quran:  

 

 

“Say, "I am only a man like you to whom it has been revealed that your 

god is but one God; so take a straight course to Him and seek His 

forgiveness." And woe to those who associate others with Allah. Those 

who do not give zakāh, and in the Hereafter they are disbelievers.” 

 

 

Implementing the lessons discussed will aid a Muslim to Achieve Noble 

Character. According to the Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2003, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has advised that the heaviest thing in the Scales of Judgment Day will 

be Noble Character. It is one of qualities of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, which Allah, the Exalted, 

complimented in Chapter 68 Al Qalam, Verse 4 of the Holy Quran: 

 

 

“And indeed, you are of a great moral character.” 

 

 

Therefore, it is a duty on all Muslims to gain and act on the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to Achieve Noble Character.



The Straight Course 
 

Chapter 41 – Fussilat, Verses 6-7 

 

 

 

 

“Say, "I am only a man like you to whom it has been revealed that your god 

is but one God; so take a straight course to Him and seek His forgiveness." 

And woe to those who associate others with Allah. 

Those who do not give zakāh, and in the Hereafter they are disbelievers.” 



“Say, "I am only a man like you to whom it has been revealed that 

your god is but one God…”” 

 

 

There are many Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, which advise mankind that whoever testifies that 

there is none worthy of worship except Allah, the Exalted, and that the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, is the servant and 

final messenger of Allah, the Exalted, will be saved from the fire of Hell. 

One such example is found in Sahih Bukhari, number 128. 

 

  

The meaning of these Hadiths is that whoever dies while believing in this 

testimony will either enter Paradise and escape Hell or they will enter Hell 

to the extent of their sins and then eventually be allowed into Paradise 

where they will dwell forever. This has been advised in a Hadith found in 

Sahih Bukhari, number 7510. 

 

 

It is important to note, that those who desire to enter Paradise without 

entering Hell first must not only declare their belief in Islam verbally but 

they must also fulfil its conditions and obligations. The testimony of faith is 

undoubtedly the key to Paradise but a key needs teeth in order to unlock a 

specific door. The teeth of the key to Paradise are its obligations and 

duties. Without them meaning, the key without its teeth, will not open the 

door to Paradise. This is proven through many Hadiths which indicate entry 

into Paradise requires one to fulfil the conditions and duties of Islam. For 

example, a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1397, indicates that the 

testimony must be supported by actions in the form of the pillars of Islam, 

such as establishing the obligatory prayers.  



 

 

The first part of the testimony namely, there is none worthy of worship save 

Allah, the Exalted, means that Allah, the Exalted, is the only One who must 

be obeyed and never disobeyed. When one accepts Allah, the Exalted, as 

their God they must not obey anything which leads to His disobedience as 

Allah, the Exalted, alone is their Master and they are only His slaves. But 

the moment one obeys anything which leads to the disobedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, then they have corrupted their belief in His Oneness which has 

been indicated in chapter 45 Al Jathiyah, verse 23:  

 

 

“Have you seen he who has taken as his god his [own] desire…” 

 

 

The Holy Quran has warned muslims that whoever commits sins is in 

reality worshipping the Devil as they have obeyed him over the obedience 

of Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 36 Yaseen, verse 60: 

 

 

“Did I not enjoin upon you, O children of Adam, that you not worship Satan 

- [for] indeed, he is to you a clear enemy.” 

 

 

The muslims who reject their desires, the desires of others and the 

commands of the Devil and instead only obey Allah, the Exalted, have truly 

taken Allah, the Exalted, as their God. These muslims have been granted 



the protection of Allah, the Exalted, in both worlds. These muslims have 

practically actualised the testimony of Islam as they supported their verbal 

and internal claim with sincere actions according to the traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. When one 

acts according to his traditions they have fulfilled the second aspect of the 

testimony namely, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, is the servant and final messenger of Allah, the Exalted. These 

muslims are the ones referred to in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 128. It advises they will be saved from the Hellfire by Allah, the 

Exalted.  

 

 

The person who declares Islam with the tongue and internally accepts it is 

undoubtedly a muslim but their true sincere belief in the Oneness of Allah, 

the Exalted, is diminished according to their sins.  

 

 

An aspect of truly acting on the testimony is sincerely loving Allah, the 

Exalted. In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, has indicated this in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, 

number 4681. It advises that this is an aspect of perfecting one's faith. This 

is when one loves what Allah, the Exalted, loves and hates what He hates. 

As this was the characteristic of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, according to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 2333, muslims have been commanded to follow him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

“Say, [O Muhammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins…” 



 

 

It is clear from Islamic teachings that loving what Allah, the Exalted, hates 

and disliking what Allah, the Exalted, loves is a clear indication of a person 

following their own desires and obeying them over Allah, the Exalted. This 

attitude reduces one's belief in the Oneness of Allah, the Exalted. The 

following verse makes it clear that adopting this mentality is a deviation 

from true belief in the testimony of Islam. Chapter 9 At Tawbah, verse 24: 

 

 

“Say, [O Muhammad], "If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your wives, 

your relatives, wealth which you have obtained, commerce wherein you 

fear decline, and dwellings with which you are pleased are more beloved to 

you than Allah and His Messenger and striving in His cause, then wait until 

Allah executes His command. And Allah does not guide the defiantly 

disobedient people."” 

 

 

The one who worships Allah, the Exalted, according to their own desires 

worships Him on the edge. Meaning, when they face times of ease they 

become pleased but when they encounter difficulties they turn away from 

His obedience in anger. Chapter 22 Al Hajj, verse 11: 

 

 

“And of the people is he who worships Allah on an edge. If he is touched by 

good, he is reassured by it; but if he is struck by trial, he turns on his face 

[to unbelief]. He has lost [this] world and the Hereafter. That is what is the 

manifest loss.” 



 

 

A Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6502, informs muslims how to 

correctly believe and act on the testimony of faith, which prevents one 

being harmed by the fire of Hell in the next world. This is to first complete 

the obligatory duties correctly while fulfilling all their conditions and 

etiquettes. Then one must add to this by performing voluntary righteous 

deeds, the best of which are the established traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. This leads to the love of 

Allah, the Exalted, and causes Allah, the Exalted, to empower every organ 

of their body so that they only obey Him. This true and sincere obedience is 

the fulfilment of the testimony of faith. This is the sound heart which 

contains only the love of Allah, the Exalted, and is free of worldly desires 

and the love of the material world. Chapter 26 Ash Shu’ara, verses 88-89: 

 

 

“The Day when there will not benefit [anyone] wealth or children. But only 

one who comes to Allah with a sound heart." 

 

 

It is important to note, this does not mean a muslim becomes free from 

committing sins but it means they sincerely repent from them whenever 

they are rarely committed. 

 

 

To conclude, it is vital for muslims to not only declare the testimony of Islam 

internally and verbally but they must also show it in their actions as this is 

the only way to achieve true success in this world and completely escape 

punishment in the next world also. 



“Say, "…your god is but one God; so take a straight course to 

Him…”” 

 

 

The straight course is sincerely obeying and following the two sources of 

guidance. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 

 



The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 

"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  



 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 

 



“Say, "…your god is but one God; so take a straight course to 

Him…”” 

 

 

The straight course is sincerely obeying and following the two sources of 

guidance. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4606, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that any matter 

which is not based on Islam will be rejected.  

 

 

If muslims desire lasting success in both worldly and religious matters they 

must strictly adhere to the teachings of the Holy Quran and the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Even 

though, certain actions which are not directly taken from these two sources 

of guidance can still be considered a righteous deed it is important to 

prioritize these two sources of guidance over all else. Because the fact is 

that the more one acts on things which are not taken from these two 

sources even if it is a righteous deed the less they will act on these two 

sources of guidance. An obvious example is how many muslims have 

adopted cultural practices into their lives which do not have a foundation in 

these two sources of guidance. Even if these cultural practices are not sins 

they have preoccupied muslims from learning and acting on these two 

sources of guidance as they feel satisfied with their behaviour. This leads 

to ignorance of the two sources of guidance which in turn will only lead to 

misguidance.  

 



 

This is why a muslim must learn and act on these two sources of guidance 

which have been established by the leaders of guidance and only then act 

on other voluntary righteous deeds if they have the time and energy to do 

so. But if they choose ignorance and made up practices even if they are not 

sins over learning and acting on these two sources of guidance they will not 

achieve success.  

 

 



“Say, "…your god is but one God; so take a straight course to 

Him…”” 

 

 

The straight course is sincerely obeying and following the two sources of 

guidance. 

 

 

Muslims should not follow and adopt the customary practices of non-

muslims. The more muslims do this the less they will follow the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. This is quite evident in this day and age as 

many muslims have adopted the cultural practices of other nations which 

has caused them to become distant from the teachings of Islam. For 

example, one only needs to observe the modern muslim wedding to 

observe how many non-muslim cultural practices have been adopted by 

muslims. What makes this worse is that many muslims cannot differentiate 

between Islamic practices based on the Holy Quran and traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and the 

cultural practices of non-muslims. Because of this non-muslims cannot 

differentiate between them either which has caused great problems for 

Islam. For example, honour killings is a cultural practice which has nothing 

to do with Islam yet because of the ignorance of muslims and their habit of 

adopting non-muslim cultural practices Islam is blamed every time an 

honour killing occurs in society. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, removed the social barriers in the form of casts and 

brotherhoods in order to unite people yet ignorant muslims have 

resurrected them by adopting the cultural practices of non-muslims. Simply 

put, the more cultural practices muslims adopt the less they will act on the 

Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him.



“Say, "…your god is but one God; so take a straight course to Him 

and seek His forgiveness.”…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4251, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people 

commit sins but the best person who commits sins is the one who sincerely 

repents. 

 

 

As people are not Angels they are bound to commit sins. The thing that 

makes these people special is when they sincerely repent from their sins. 

Sincere repentance includes feeling remorse, seeking the forgiveness of 

Allah, the Exalted, and anyone who has been wronged, making a firm 

promise not to commit the sin or a similar sin again and making up for any 

rights which have been violated in respect to Allah, the Exalted, and 

people.  

 

 

It is important to note, minor sins can be erased through righteous deeds 

which has been advised in many Hadiths, such as the one found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 550. It advises that the five daily obligatory prayers and 

two consecutive Friday congregational prayers erase the minor sins 

committed in between them as long as major sins are avoided.  

 

 

Major sins are only erased through sincere repentance. Therefore, a 

muslim should strive to avoid all sins, minor and major, and if they happen 



to occur to immediately sincerely repent as the time of death is unknown. 

And they should continue obeying Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His 

commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience.  

 



“Say, "…your god is but one God; so take a straight course to Him 

and seek His forgiveness.”…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 159, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, gave a short but far 

reaching piece of advice. He advised people to sincerely declare their belief 

in Allah, the Exalted, and then remain steadfast on it. 

 

  

Remaining steadfast on one’s faith means that they must strive in the 

sincere obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in all aspects of their life. It 

consists of fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, which relate to 

Him, such as the obligatory fasts and those which relate to people, such as 

treating others kindly. It includes refraining from all the prohibitions of Islam 

which are between a person and Allah, the Exalted, and those involving 

others. A muslim must also face destiny with patience truly believing Allah, 

the Exalted, chooses what is best for His servants. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 216: 

 

 

“…But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps you 

love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you know not.” 

 

 

Steadfastness can include refraining from both types of polytheism. The 

major type is when one worships something other than Allah, the Exalted. 

The minor type is when one shows off their good deeds to others. This has 



been warned in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 3989. 

Therefore, an aspect of steadfastness is to always act for the sake of Allah, 

the Exalted. 

 

 

It includes obeying Allah, the Exalted, at all times instead of obeying and 

pleasing oneself or others. If a Muslim disobeys Allah, the Exalted, by 

pleasing themself or others they should know neither their desires nor 

people will protect them from Allah, the Exalted. On the other hand, the one 

who is sincerely obedient to Allah, the Exalted, will be protected from all 

things by Him even if this protection is not apparent to them.  

 

 

Remaining steadfast on one’s faith includes following the path set out by 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him, and not adopting a path which deviates from 

this. The one who strives to adopt this path will not need anything else as 

this is enough to keep them steadfast on their faith. 

 

 

As people are not perfect they will undoubtedly make mistakes and commit 

sins. So being steadfast in matters of faith does not mean one has to be 

perfect but it means they must strive to adhere strictly to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, as outlined earlier, and to sincerely repent if they commit 

a sin. This has been indicated in chapter 41 Fussilat, verse 6: 

 

 

“…so take a straight course to Him and seek His forgiveness…” 



 

 

This is further supported by a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

1987, which advises to fear Allah, the Exalted, and to erase a (minor) sin 

which has occurred by performing a righteous deed. In another Hadith 

found in Imam Malik's Muwatta, book 2, Hadith number 37, the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised muslims 

to try their best to remain steadfast on the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

even though they will not be able to do it perfectly. Therefore, a muslim’s 

duty is to fulfil the potential they have been given through their intention 

and physical actions in the steadfast obedience of Allah, the Exalted. They 

have not been commanded to achieve perfection as this is not possible.  

 

 

It is important to note, that one cannot remain steadfast in the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, through their physical actions without purifying their 

heart first. As indicated in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 

3984, the limbs of the body will only act in a pure way if the spiritual heart is 

pure. Purity of heart is only achieved by gaining and acting on the 

teachings of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  

 

 

Steadfast obedience requires one to control their tongue as it expresses 

the heart. Without controlling the tongue steadfast obedience to Allah, the 

Exalted, is not possible. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2407. 

 

 



Finally, if any deficiency in the steadfast obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

occurs one must make sincere repentance to Allah, the Exalted, and seek 

the forgiveness of people if it involves their rights. Chapter 46 Al Ahqaf, 

verse 13: 

 

 

“Indeed, those who have said, "Our Lord is Allah," and then remained on a 

right course - there will be no fear concerning them, nor will they grieve.” 



“…And woe to those who associate others with Allāh.” 

 

 

The greatest major sin is to associate others with Allah, the Exalted. This 

has been confirmed by the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him, in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6273. Polytheism 

can be classified as greater and minor. The greater type is when one 

worships more than one God. If a person dies in this state they will not be 

forgiven. Chapter 4 An Nisa, verse 48: 

 

 

“Indeed, Allah does not forgive association with Him…” 

 

 

The minor type is when one shows off their actions. This has been 

confirmed in in many Hadiths such as the one found in Sunan Ibn Majah, 

number 3989. On Judgment Day those who performed deeds to please 

others besides Allah, the Exalted, will be commanded to gain their reward 

from them which will not be possible. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Jami At Tirmidhi, number 3154.  

 

 

If the Devil cannot prevent one from performing righteous deeds he will 

attempt to corrupt their intention thereby destroying their reward. If he 

cannot corrupt their intention in an obvious way he tries to corrupt it through 

subtle ways. This includes when people subtly show off their righteous 

deeds to others. Sometimes it is so subtle that the person themself are not 

fully aware of what they are doing. As gaining and acting on knowledge is a 



duty on all, according to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224, 

claiming ignorance will not be accepted by Allah, the Exalted, on Judgment 

Day.  

 

 

Subtly showing off often occurs through social media and one's speech. 

For example, a muslim might inform others they are fasting even though no 

one directly asked them if they were fasting. Another example is when one 

publically recites the Holy Quran from memory in front of others thereby 

showing others they have memorized the Holy Quran. Even criticizing 

oneself publically can be considered showing off one's humility to others.  

 

 

To conclude, showing off subtly destroys a muslim’s reward and must be 

avoided in order to safeguard their righteous deeds. This is only possible 

by learning and acting on Islamic knowledge, such as how to safeguard 

one's speech.  



“…And woe to those who associate others with Allāh. Those who do 

not give zakah…” 

 

 

This indicates that a true believer will always donate the obligatory charity. 

 

 

Severe warnings over failing to donate the obligatory charity have been 

given in the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. For example, a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 1403, warns that the person who does not donate their 

obligatory charity will encounter a large poisonous snake which will 

continuously bite them on the Day of Judgement. Chapter 3 Alee Imran, 

verse 180: 

 

 

“And let not those who [greedily] withhold what Allah has given them of His 

bounty ever think that it is better for them. Rather, it is worse for them. 

Their necks will be encircled by what they withheld on the Day of 

Resurrection…” 

 

 

According to a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4019, when the 

members of a society withhold the obligatory charity Allah, the Exalted, will 

withhold rain and if it was not for the animals He would not let it rain at all. 

This major sin is therefore one potential cause of the long periods of 

drought some nations face.  

 



 

Not offering the obligatory charity is a sign of extreme greed as it is only an 

extremely tiny portion of one's wealth namely, 2.5%. It is clear that the 

miser is far from Allah, the Exalted, the people and close to Hell. This is 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1961. 

 

 

Muslims must understand that donating the obligatory charity does not only 

protect them from punishment but it leads to blessings in one's life which 

far outweigh the wealth they donated. In fact, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has made it clear in a 

Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6592, that charity does not decrease 

one's wealth. This means that when one donates Allah, the Exalted, 

compensates them. For example, He provides them with business 

opportunities which cause them to gain more wealth than they donated. 

This repayment is confirmed in many places of the Holy Quran for example, 

chapter 57 Al Hadid, verse 11: 

 

 

“Who is it that would loan Allah a goodly loan so He will multiply it for him 

and he will have a noble reward?” 

 

 

In addition, this Hadith could indicate that as each person's provision is pre-

recorded whatever wealth which is destined to be spent on them will never 

change irrespective of how much wealth a person donates. This is 

confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6748. 

 



 

A muslim must therefore avoid the wrath of Allah, the Exalted, by donating 

a very small fraction of their wealth in the form of the obligatory charity 

while hoping for a reward which is much greater both in this world and the 

next.  

 



“…And woe to those who associate others with Allāh…and in the 

Hereafter they are disbelievers.” 

 

 

True belief in the hereafter involves practically preparing for it. This involves 

using the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the 

Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 

So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



“…And woe to those who associate others with Allāh…and in the 

Hereafter they are disbelievers.” 

 

 

True belief in the hereafter involves practically preparing for it. This involves 

using the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to Allah, the 

Exalted. 

 

 

Disbelief can be a literal rejecting of Islam or through actions, which 

involves disobeying Allah, the Exalted, even though one believes in Him. 

This can be clearly understood by an example. If an unaware person is 

warned by another of an approaching lion and the unaware person takes 

practical steps to obtain safety they will be considered someone who 

believed in the warning given to them as they adapted their behaviour 

based on the warning. Whereas, if the unaware person does not practically 

change their behaviour after being warned, people will suspect that they do 

not believe in the warning given to them even if the unaware person 

verbally claims belief in the warning given to them. 

 

 

Some people claim that their belief and obedience to their God is in their 

hearts and they therefore do not need to demonstrate it practically. 

Unfortunately, this foolish mentality has infected many Muslims who believe 

they possess a pure faithful heart even though they fail to fulfil the 

obligatory duties of Islam. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has clearly declared in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 3984, that when one's heart is pure the body becomes pure 

which means their actions become correct. But if one's heart is corrupt the 

body becomes corrupt which means their actions will be corrupt and 



incorrect. Therefore, the one who does not obey Allah, the Exalted, by 

fulfilling their duties practically can never have a pure heart.  

 

 

In addition, demonstrating one's faith in Allah, the Exalted, practically is 

their proof and evidence which is required on Judgment Day in order to be 

granted Paradise. Not having this practical evidence is as silly as a student 

who hands back a blank exam paper to their teacher claiming their 

knowledge is in their mind so they therefore do not need to write it down by 

answering the exam questions. The same way this student would 

undoubtedly fail so will a person who reaches Judgment Day without the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, even if 

they possess faith in their heart.  



“…And woe to those who associate others with Allāh…and in the 

Hereafter they are disbelievers.” 

 

 

True belief in the hereafter involves practically preparing for it. This 

involves using the blessings one has been granted in ways pleasing to 

Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the correct attitude when they 

understand the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which 

should aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. 

For example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, 

the Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling 

their necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end 

or an ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter 

but it also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a 

Muslim treats each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to 

please Allah, the Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it 

will not have such a detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, 

which is an acceptable emotion, but they will not become grieved which 

leads to impatience and other mental problems, such as depression. 

This is because they firmly believe the worldly blessing they possessed 

was only a means so losing it does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal 

namely, Paradise, the loss of which is disastrous. Therefore, still 

possessing and concentrating on the ultimate goal will prevent them 

from becoming grieved.  

 



 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only 

a means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief 

will lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a 

means to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how 

one can possess things without being possessed by them. This is how 

they can keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  
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